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Effective noise abatement calls tor instruments that can measure /oudness.
But loudness is subiective, and instruments aren't like people.

By Wolfgang E. Ohme

People need quiet.

Prolonged loud noise damages hearing, makes sleep

difficult, makes us irritable, and interferes with our ability

to think. Very loud noises can cause pain, nausea, faint-

ing, fits, psychosis, or death.

The sad truth is that our environment is eettine noisier

all the time.
If this bothers you, you aren't alone. There is a great

deal of efiort being expended these days to reduce the

amount of objectionable sound that bombards us. In

these noise abatement efforts, the measurement of loud-

ness plays a critical role.

Not all sounds are noise, of course. Many sounds carry

information which is useful or essential for our life.

Speech and music are two examples; the sound of an

automobile horn is another.

Sometimes it isn't easy to decide whether a sound is

information or noise. Often it is both. For example, the

sound of a machine can be considered an information-

carrying sound because it tells the machinist whether or

not his machine is functioning properly. But for his neigh-

bor who is operating another machine, this sound is noise
- it carries no useful information.

Most of the everyday sounds we hear are noise to us;
yet many of them carry information for someone else. It

is a function of society to establish limits to keep noise

to a minimum while insuring that information-carrying

sounds are audible to those who need to hear them.
If we want to define such limits we have to be able to

measure them. This turns out to be a difficult task be-

cause the yardstick that must be applied is the subjective

sensation of loudness, that is, loudness as it is experienced
by people. This sensation seems to involve complicated
physiological and psychological mechanisms.

A good loudness meter would have to imitate many

unique properties of the human ear. These properties

have been extensively investigated by a great number of

scientists. However, we still do not have a very good

understanding of the physiological processes underlying
many of them; our knowledge of these properties is only

empirical. We still can't make a complete model of the

ear. Nevertheless, we have learned to make fairly accu-
rate models of thc loudness-sensing function of the ear.

A number of approximations have been formulated
for computing a quantity proportional to loudness, using
the results of more-or-less detailed analyses of the noise

to be evaluated. We shall discuss three of these methods
in this article. Two of these are the calculation methods
of Zwicker and Stevens; the third is the comparatively

simple sound-level meter. The methods of Zwicker and
Stevens have been internationally accepted in Recom-
mendation 532 of the ISO (International Organization for
Standardization). Except for some recent refinements, the
sound level meter is described in ISO Recommendations
123 and 179.

Some scientists believe, with good reason, that loud-
ness is not a completely satisfactory measure of how
much a sound will disturb a person. Attempts have been
made to define a better measure, called annoyance. So
far, thcse attempts have not met with much success,
chiefly because of the large number of unknown psycho-
logical factors that contribute to the effect of any sound
on any individual at any time. These factors include such
things as a person's past history, his present state of mind,
what he is trying to do at the moment, and so on. One
definition of annoyance that has found some acceptance
is Kryter's 'perceived noise' concept (ISO R 507, later
modified). which uses a method similar to Stevens'loud-
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ness-computing method to arrive at annoyance in PNdB.
Kryter's method is designed primarily for the type of
noise produced by jet aircraft. At present, this method is
in a state of flux, and no one is certain what its final form
will be. Some experts feel that a modification of the sim-
ple sound level meter should give adequate results for
jet aircraft. ft appears, therefore, that until our under-

standing of the psychological effects of sound improves
greatly, the only reasonably objective measure of the
disturbing power of a sound is its loudness.

Sound Pressure and Sound Pressure Level

Sound at a particular point is a rapid variation in the
pressure at that point around a steady-state value. In
air, the steady-state pressure is atmospheric pressure
(which actually changes, but slowly enough to be con-
sidered constant compared to the rapid pressure varia-

tions of sound).
Sound pressure is measured in the same units as at-

mospheric pressure. It is an alternating quantity, and
usually the term 'sound pressure' refers to its rms value.

At a frequency of 1 kHz, a sound with an rms pressure
of 2 X 10-a pbar*, or about 2 X LO 10 atmosphere, is just

below the threshold of hearing for good ears; that is, a

sound of this magnitude is inaudible, but slightly larger

sound pressures can barely be heard. This demonstrates

the amazing sensitivity of the humap ea1 - i1 can detect
variations in atmospheric pressure as small as a few parts

in 10 'o.

Another of the remarkable properties of the human
ear is its large dynamic range. At 1 kHz, it can hear
sounds as small as about 2 X lO a p.bar, and at the other
end of the sound-pressure scale, it can accommodate
sound pressures as high as 200 p.bar without becoming
overloaded. Bigger sounds, say 2,000 p.bar, are physically
painful.

Because the dynamic range of the ear is so large it is
common practice to use a logarithmic scale for sound
pressure. A reference value of 2 X 10' pbar, approxi-
mately the threshold of hearing at I kHz, has been agreed
upon. Rms sound pressure is commonly expressed in dB
above 2 X 10 * g,bar and referred to as sound pressure

level. Mathematically, if p is rms sound pressure and P
is sound pressure level, then

p  : 2 0 l o s , .  Z d B
" ' "  Pu

where pn :2 X 10-a pbar.

In terms of sound pressure level, then, the ear's dy-
namic range is about 120 dB. Not many electronic
instruments can match this.

*  one pbar equals one dyne per square cent imeter or  0.1 newtons per square meter.

fnlurllrr?.,0.r*rr 
at a distance of one meter generates a sound pressure 0f ab0ut

Sound Fields

Sound in its environment can be thought of as a field,
just as electromagnetic waves are fields. Three common
types of sound fields are the plane sound field, the spheri-
cal sound field, and the diffuse sound field.

Sound in a homogeneous space propagates outward
from a source in all directions and consequently forms
a spherical field. In a spherical field, the sound pressure

decreases with the square of the distance from the source.
When a microphone is relatively far away from a

source the sound field may appear to be a plane field, in
which the sound pressure is constant in any plane per-
pendicular to the direction of propagation.

If sound is generated in a room, sound waves are re-
flected from the walls, and a directional sound field can
only be found very close to the source. Further from the
source, sound approaches any point uniformly and ran-
domly from all directions. Thus the sound field is diffuse.
Such a field would be found in a factory if the nearest
machine were not too close.

It is often important to know whether the sound field
in an area is approximately plane or diffuse. If it is plane,
directional microphones can be used with advantage to
measure it; if it is diffuse, omnidirectional microphones
are needed. Often a field will be partly plane and partly
diffuse. In a factory, for example, a machinist is in the
directional sound field of his own machine but in the
diffuse sound field of noisy machines in the distance.

The transition from a directional sound field to a dif-
fuse sound field in a room is characterized bv a critical
radius, which can be estimated as follows:

rc- o.M \[ae,

where a is the absorption coefficient of the walls and r4 is
the surface area of the walls, floor, and ceiling. In an
average factory a- is between 0.05 and 0.2. In normal

rooms a is between 0. 1 and 0.3. The change from a di-
rectional or plane field to a diffuse field can be considered
to occur at a distance 16 from the sound source.

In loudness measurements, two types of field are usu-
ally considered. One is the difiuse field. The other is a
plane sound field which approaches the hearer from the
front. head on: this field is called a frontal sound field.

Loudness Level

Since loudness is a subjective quantity the primary

instrument for measuring it can only be a human ob-
server. To determine whether one sound is louder, equally

loud, or less loud than another, we would have to let a

statistically significant number of people compare the
sounds and then average their opinions. Similarly, to de-



termine how loud a sound is, we would have to choose

a standard sound and have a significant number of

people compare the unknown with the standard.

In acoustics the acccpted standard is a pure I kHz

tone or narrow-band noisc centered at I kHz. The loud-

ness level of any sound is defined as the sound pressure

levcl of a standard sound which appears to a significant

number of observers to be as loud as the unknown. Loud-

ness level is nrcasured in phons, the Ioudness level of

any sound in phons being equal to the sound pressurc

level in dB of an equally loud standard sound. Thus a

sound which is judgcd to be as loud as a 40 dB I kHz

tone has a loudness level L - 40 phons.

Loudness

Although the logarithmic phon scale covers the large

dynamic range of the ear (120 dB) conveniently, it does

not fit a subjective loudness scale. A factor of two in

loudness does not correspond to doublc the number of

phons. Over most of the audible range, that is, for loud-

ness lcvels of 40 phons and greater, the corresponding

increment is 10 phons. This is an empirical fact; why

loudness should be different from physical quantitics like

voltage, for which a factor of two corresponds to 6 dB,

is not fully understood.
It is also difficult to add loudnesses in phons. If, for in-

stance, we produce one tone at 200 Hz with a loudness

level of 70 phons, and another at 4 kHz with the same

Ioudness lcvel. it would be convenient if both toncs to-

gether would yield a loudness level of 140 phons. Un-

fortunately, this doesn't happen. Thc two tones actually

arc perceived as a loudness level of 80 phons.

In an effort to obtain a quantity proportional to the

intcnsity of the loudness sensation, a loudness scale was

defined in which the unit of loudness is called a sone. One

sone corresponds to a loudness level of 40 phons. For

loudness levels of 40 phons or grcater, the relationship

bctween the numerical values of loudness level L (in

phons) and loudness S (in sones) is given by

s  : 2  ( L - 1 o ) / 1 o

(ISO Recommendation R 131).

Table I compares the loudnesses (sones) and loudness

levels (phons) of several common sounds. Notice that the

loudness scale in sones corresponds fairly closcly to our

subjective sensation of loudness. We feel, as a matter of

cxperience, that a speaker in an auditorium speaks about

four times as loudly as someone who talks quietly with

us in normal conversation. lt is more meaningful to state

that a jet aircraft at takeoff is about 50 times as loud as

our conversation than to state that the jet aircraft gen-

erates I 20 phons in contrast to 60 phons generated in

ordinary conversation.
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Table I

LOUOneSS
Leve l  (phons)

140 Thresho ld  o f  pa in

120 Jet aircraft

1  00  Truck

80 Orator

60 Low conversation

40 Qu ie t  room

20 Rust l ing  o f  leaves

3 Hear ing  th resho ld

Lo u  d  ness
(sones)

1024
256
64
t o

4
'I

Loudness-a Function of Frequency

The loudness lcvel of a 1 kHz tonc is the same as its

sound pressure level. This would also be true of pure

tones of other frequencies if perception wcrc constant

with frequency. Howcver, it is not. Thc louclness levcl

of any other sound (in phons) is not, in gcneral, equal to

its sound pressure lcvcl (in dB). For example, if a large

numbcr of observers conpare a 100 Hz tonc with a 
.l

kHz tone, they wil l judgc the two to be equally loud only

when thc 100 Hz tone has a highcr sound pressure level

than the I kHz tone. The frequency response of tl.re ear

is not f lat.

Although the subjective sensation of loudness difters

from person to person, normal ears secnt to agree within

a few dB. at least for the young, male subjects who have

participated in rnost subjective tests. Hence it is possible

to draw curves or contours ol equal loudncss level for

normal ears, as shown in Fig. I.

Equal Ioudness level contours were first published in

1933 by Fletcher and Munson. The slightly modifled

form of their curves shown in Fi-e. I is now universally

accepted as reference data (ISO Recommendation 226).

The curves of Fig. 1 are for pure tones in a frontal

sound ficld. They show, for example, that a 40 phon 100

Hz tone has a sound pressure level of 50 dB, but an

equally loud 40 phon 1 kHz tone has a sound pressure

level of only 40 dB.

The 3 phon curve is just above the threshold of hearing

for normal ears.

Fig. 3. EfJect of bandwidth on loutlness is dentort.stralcd

by hoLding sound pressurc lcvel  constant  at  60 dB, keeping

cenlcr f ratlucrtcy fixctl at I kHz, and increasing bantl*'idtlt.

( a) A.r bandwidth incrcases, sountl in/cnsitt densitl'

(Il/tn"/IIz) tnust dccreasc to kecp rtrts sound prcssurc

constant. Arca of cuch rcclartgle is sountl intcnsity ol

corresponding sourtd, which is proportional to squarc

ol rms sound pressure. All rcctungles huve suntc drcu.
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Fig. 4. Subjective pitch scale is different lront frcquency
scale: in subjective pitch, hall way between 0 and 4 kHz

is ahout I kHz, not 2 kHz. For some as-yet-unkown raasott,

critical bandwidths at all center lrequencies correspond to

subjective pitch intervals ol the same width. This v,idth is

defined as one Bark. (Critical bands are defined in Fig.3.)

8 1 2 1 6

SUBJECTIVE PITCH z (Bark)

Fig. 5. LoLrdness density is a quantily which, when inte-

grated over sttbjeclivc pitch, gives tolal loudness itr sonesc.

(The subscriptG indicates avdluc calculdted lront acritical-

band analysis, as opposed to a subjectively ntaosured

value.) Tltis diagrant shows a ntasking curve (dashed litte)

lor a pure I kHz tone which hus u loudness ol 13 sonesc.

Thc I kHz tone exciles nerves in the ear as shown by lhe

dashed line. The solid curve i.s art approxirttttlion which

has been found to give gootl results irt loudness neusurc-

ments. The area under aach curve is l3 sones,'.

Notice that the curves converge at low frequencies, but

are approximately parallel between 1 and 10 kHz. This
means'that the ear's frequency response is a function not

only of frequency but also of level. Therefore it can be

simulated only with networks which are nonlhear with

respect to both frequency and amplitude.

Curves of equal loudness level for a diffuse sound field

can't be measurcd using pure tones, because it is diffi-

cult to set up a diffuse field using pure tones. Pure tones

are likely to bounce off walls and nearby objects and
produce standing-wave patterns, whercas sound in a dif-

fuse field is supposed to be uniform in all directions. How-

ever, diffuse-field loudness comparisons can be carried
out with consistent results using frequency-modulated

tones or narrow-band noise.

Differences in sound pressure levels necessary to give

the same sensation of loudness in a diffuse field as in a
plane field were standardized in ISO Recommendation
454. Using these differences (see Fig. 2), curves of equal
loudness level for the diffuse sound field can be calculated
from those for the plane field.

Loudness-a Function of Bandwidth

To human ears, broadband sounds, like those of jet

aircraft, seem much louder than pure tones or narrow-

band noise having the same sound pressure level. Fig. 3
il lustrates this effect for band-limited noise havins a

center frequency of I kHz.

Fig. 3(a) is a series of sound intensity density spectra
for bandwidths of 100 Hz 160 Hz, and 200 Hz. A1l
three spectra have the same area, so all three noises have

the same sound intensity (sound power per unit area).

This means that all three noises have the same sound
pressure level. But all three noises are not equally loud.

If the loudness of the noise which has 100 Hz band-

width is S,,. then the loudness of the noise which has 160

Hz bandwidth is also S". But the loudness of the noise
which has 2OO Hz bandwidth is greater than So.

Fig. 3(b) shows what increasing bandwidth does to
the loudness of noise having a center frequency of I kHz

and a constant sound pressure level of 60 dB. Up to a
critical bandwidth of 160 Hz, the subjective loudness is
constant. Beyond that point, however, there is a marked

increasc in loudness. At a bandwidth of 2 kHz the loud-
ness level L has increased from 60 phons to 74 phons.
Loudness S has increased by a factor of 2.5.

Similar investigations, using different center frequen-
cies, yield different critical bandwidths. At a center fre-
quency of 200 Hz the critical bandwidth is approximately
I00 Hz. At 5 kHz it is about 1 kHz.
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We cannot account for the effect of bandwidth on
Ioudness with any broadband measurement. Accurate
loudness measurements can be made only by taking into
account the spectral distributions of sounds being ana-
lyzed. The necessary degree of resolution in the spectrum
analysis is clear from Fig. 3(b). Obviously, we need no
filter having a bandwidth narrower than a critical band-
width, because for narrower bandwidths the spectral
distribution of the sound doesn't influence loudness. Con-
versely, no filter should have a bandwidth wider than the
critical bandwidth corresponding to its ccnter frequency;
if it does, the measured loudness will be incorrect.

Twenty-four filters, each having a bandwidth equal to
the empirically determined critical bandwidth for its cen-
ter frequency, will cover the audio range between20Hz
and 15,500 Hz.

Subjective Pitch

The human ear's critical bands seem to be related to
another property of the ear, namely, subjective pitch.
Subjective pitch tclls us how our ears conlpare the fre-
quencies of different sounds.

If an average untrained sfsslysl-not a musician or
a piano tuner - were first allowed to listen to two tones,
say a very-low-frequency tone and a 4 kHz tone, and
then were asked to tune an oscillator until he hcard a tone
that fell exactly half way between the first two tones, he
would not pick something around 2 kHz. Instead, he
would pick a tone having a frequency of about 1 kHz.
In subjcctive pitch, then, I kHz is halfway between 0
and 4 kHz. The unit of subjective pitch is the mel; O to
2400 mel span the frequency range 0 to 16 kHz.

Remarkably enough, it turns out that a subjective pitch
interval of approximately 100 mel located anywhere in
the audio range corresponds to the width of a critical
band at that point! Probably, the same mechanism in
the ear is responsible both for critical bands and for
subjectivc pitch. However, our understanding of the
ear is still not good enough to allow us to identify this
mechanism.

In loudness measurements, the frequency scale most
commonly used is linear in subjective pitch z. However,
the mel is not used. Instead, thc width of a critical band
is defined as one Bark. Accordingly, the audio range
comprises 24 Bark.

Fig. 4 shows how subjective pitch, in Bark, is related
to frequency.

Loudness - a Function of Proximity
Two sounds presented to the ear simultaneously pro-

duce a sensation of loudness which is larger than that

8 1 2 1 6
SUBJECTIVE PITCH z (Bark)

Fig. 6. Masking occurs when lwo or more sctunds excite
the sama nerves in the ear. Two :;ounds ol equal loudness
are twice as loud as orte sound il they are separated widely
in frequcrrcy (top). Il their masking curves overlap (center),

total loudness is givcn by area under solid curve and is less
thun twice the urea under one curve. Il both sounds lall
in tha sante critical band and are incoherent (bottom), their
Ictrtdness Ievel increases by only 3 phons.

produced by either of them alone. Take for example a
2OO Hz tone having a loudness level of 70 phons and a
4 kHz tone, also having a loudness of 70 phons. If two
sounds are as widely separated in frequency as these two,
their partial loudncsses simply add to form the total
loudness. Thc loudness corresponding to a loudness level
of 70 phons is 8 sones. If two partial loudnesses of 8
sones each occur simultaneously the total loudness is 16
sones, and the loudness level is 80 phons.

This simple summation of partial loudnesses can only
be carried out if the individual sounds are separated
widely in frequency. The closer they are in frequency the
more they influence cach other, and total loudness may
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Fig.7. As duration (pulse width) ol a sound decreases, its

soun.d pressure level must increase to maintain same loud-

not be quite so large as the sum of the partial loudnesses.

This effect is called partial masking. In the extreme case,

partial masking becomes total masking, wherein a strong

sound renders a lower-level sound completely inaudible.

When total masking occurs, low-level sound components

cannot be heard at all and do not contribute to loudness.

The partial masking of tones cannot be understood in

terms of level and frequency because pure tones repre-

sented by spectral lines cannot influence each other. In-

vestigations on the ear have shown, however, that even

pure tones or narrow-band noise excite nerves in the

ear that correspond to a wide range of frequencies. Mask-

ing occurs because the ear treats sounds in an 'OR' fash-

ion - when two sounds excite the same nerves, the ear

hears only the larger sound in that frequency range.

Loudness Density

The manner in which pure tones or narrow-band

sounds excite nerves in the ear corresponding to many

frequencies can be expressed quantitatively in terms of

a parameter called loudness density. Loudness density

is defined as a function of subjective pitch; when loudness

density is integrated over subjective pitch, the result is

total loudness. If integration over subjective pitch is to

yield total loudness then loudness density must be the

differential quotient of loudness S over subjective pitch

.dsz, t.e. E.
,JC

Loudness density f has the dimensions of sones6 per- a z

Bark. The subscript G indicates that this loudness is cal-

culated in terms of crit ical Lands, not subjectively

measured.
Loudness density versus subjective pitch for a I kHz

tone at a sound level of 77 dB is shown in Fig. 5 as a

dashed curve. This function has been established in many

masking experiments. The area under the curve, that is

z - 24Bark

s: / df ar,
JO'

z:o
is 13 sones6. This was to be expected because according

to equation (l),77 phons corresponds to 13 sones.

For most applications, especially for calculating loud-

ness, it is sufficient to approximate the dashed curve by

the curve shown in Fig. 5 as a solid line. The horizontal

portion at the top of the solid curve has a width of 1

Bark. The height of this horizontal portion can be called

the band loudness density. Band loudness densities and

the shapes of the tails of the approximate curves have

been determined empirically for various sound pressure

levels and frequency bands.

Masking

Mutual partial masking of two tones can be represented

and explained very effectively in terms of loudness dens-

ity. The three examples in Fig. 6 show the loudness

density functions of two 77-phon tones in different rela-

tionships. Fig. 6(a) the distance between the tones is

larger than 10 critical bands. In Fig. 6(b) it is larger than

two critical bands, and in Fig. 6(c) it is less than one

critical band. In the first case total loudness is the sum

of the individual loudnesses, that is, 26 sonesc. When the

loudness density curves overlap, as in Fig. 6(b), we get

a total area which is smaller than the sum of the individ-

ual areas. This is partial masking. In our example, the

two sounds now have a loudness of only about 19 sonesc.

When both tones fall into the same critical band, Fig.

6(c), and yet arc of different frequencies, the sound pres-

sure level in that band increases by 3 dB to 80 dB. The

area under the loudness density curve increases by an

amount which corresponds to an increase in loudness

level by 3 phons, that is, by roughly 2O%. Thus the total

loudness is only 16 sonesc.

Loudness ol lmpulses

The sounds heard in everyday life are not all uniform.

Many, like bangs and rattling sounds, change rapidly with

time. The dependence of the loudness of a sound on its

duration can be represented by a curve of equal loudness

as a function of pulse width (Fig. 7). Subjective measure-

ments have yielded similar results for short bursts of pure

tones (dotted line in Fig. 7) and for short bursts of broad-

band noise (solid line in Fig. 7). Loudness is independent

of duration for large pulse widths. Only when the pulse

width drops below about 100 ms does the level of a

pulse have to be increased to yield the same loudness.



Then, when the pulse width decreases by a factor of two,
the sound pressure lcvel of the inrpulse must increase by
3 dB to give the sane loudness. In other words, thc ear
appears to have a time constant of about 100 ms.

The dependence of loudness on bandwidth was shown
in Fig. 3. But are these laws also valid for short sounds,
i.e., for sound impulses? It turns out that they arc. The
dashed curve in Fig. 3(b) is for band-limited noise im-
pulscs of 5 ms duration. The loudness level of thcse short
inrpulses increases with bandwidth once the width of a
crit ical band is excecded in the sanre way that it does for
continuous sound. Thus the laws describing loudness in
terms of crit ical bands and loudness density arc valid for
inrpulsivc noise. Howevcr, for arbitrary irnpulses ancl
tinrc-clependent sounds, the crit ical-band levels must bc
mcasured with the temporal weighting described in thc
preccding paragraph. In practical terms this means that
the band levels should be measured with rms detectors
having integration times clf about 100 ms.

Sound Level Meter

The first attempt at measuring loudness was made
quite some time ago in the form of the sound-level meter.
In this instrument, sound pressure is transformed into
voltage by a microphone; a weighting network shapes the

voltage to account for the frequency response of the ear;
and a quasi-rms voltmeter with a logarithmic scale indi-
cates the weighted sound-pressure level.

Until recently, sound-level meters had three possible
wcighting curves. Thesc are called A, B, and C, and are
specified in ISO R 123 and ISO R 179. Each curve is
used for a particular range of sound pressure levels, and
rcsults are given in dB (A), dB (B), or dB (C).

Recently a ncw weighting curve, the N curve, has becn
proposed for mcasuring the loudness of broadband noise,
likc that of jet aircraft. The N curve secnls to be gaining
some support among acoustical experts, but so far no
international standarcls havc been written for it.

trig. 8 shows the four weighting curves.
Sound-level mcters have the advantage of sirnplicity,

but begin to give us problems when we cxposc them to
more than one tone at a time. As we have seen, one
broadband nctwork cannot weight a high-level low-
frequency tonc and a low-level high-frequency tone prop-
erly at the same time. In one typical case, for example,
a sound-level meter gave a reading of 110 dB (A) for a
I kHz tone, and the samc rcading for a broadband signal
consisting of trn unsymmetrical square wave plus a sine
wave. The actual loudnesses, computed by the more ac-
curatc Zwicker method (described later in this article)

Fig. 8. International stdndard

A, B, and C weighting curver- lor
s,tttrtd-lcvcl nt('tcr.r. Each curvt is
used for a particular range of
s o u n d  p r e s s u r e  l e v e l s .  A l s o

shown is the proposed N we ight-
ing cttrvt for jt't ttircralt nrti.sc.
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were 128 Sorles6 for the pure tone, and 340 sonesc for

the broadband signal. Corresponding loudness levels are

1 10 phons6 and 124 phons6, respectively. The difference

of 14 phonsl; represellts an error in the dB (A) rcading.

Sound-level meters are also unable to account for mask-

ing, and in their prescnt form are not useful for mcasuring

the loudness of impulsive sounds.

Stevens' Procedure for Calculating Loudness

Adclit ion of partial loudnesses is the fundancntal

notion in all of the known procedures for calculating

loudness.
In Stevens' procedure, partial loudnesscs are deter-

mined by means of families of curves (Fig. 9) from sound

levels which are measured in octave, Vz-octave, ot Vz-

octave frequency bands. These partial loudnesses are

Loudness
lndex

callcd indexes. Partial masking is taken into account very

generally by niultiplying all loudness indexes, cxcept the

one with the largest number, by a factor smaller than 1'

Thc partial loudnesses produced in such a way are added

to the largest partial loudness 1o give total loudness. Total

loudness is given by the formula:

S:S , ,+F (>S-Su , ) ,

wherc S,,, is the maximum loudness index and )S is the

sum of all loudness indcxes. F is the factor which takes

masking into account. Its value is 0.3 for octave, 0.2 for

lz-octave, and 0.1 5 lior Vs-octave frequcncy bands.

Stevens' procedure is standardized in ISO R 532,

Method A.

Zwicker's Procedure lor Calculating Loudness

In Zwicker's procedure (ISO R 532, Method B), the

frequency range between 45 Hz and 14 kHz is divided

into bands which approximate critical bands. Filters are

used to break thc sound into its components, and the

loudncss in each band is measured. The measured loud-

nesses are then plotted on a diagram which automatically

accounts for partiai masking (Fig. 10).

Because filters with the widths of critical bands are

not normally available, the procedure has been modified

to use 7g-octave filters. Practically speaking, this doesn't

introduce any inaccuracy into the results. Subjective

measurements often disagree with each other by 1-20Vo

or more, and this is much greater than the amount by

which 7s-octave analyses differ from critical-band anal-

yses. Actually, between 28OHz and 14 kHz, the widths

of critical bands are quite close to 7s octaves.

Below 280 Hz, ISO R 532 requires that sounds be

grouped into two octave-wide bands and one 2/t-octave

band. Thus the audio range is spanned by 20 filters, two

having octavc bandwidths, one having z/z-octave band-

width, and 17 having Vt-octave bandwidths. The differ-

ences in band loudness densities which result from using
1/t-octave filters instead of critical-band filters are taken

into account by small changes in the scales on the Zwicker

diagram.
There are eight different Zwicker diagrams, four for

frontal sound fields of different maximum sound pressure

levels, and four for difiuse fields of different levels. Once

the proper diagram has been chosen, measured 1A-octave

sound pressure levels are placed on the diagram as hori-

zontal lines between the frequency limits of the appropri-

ate bands. In the same way, the levels calculated from

Vt-octave levels in the three lowest bands are entered.

This gives 20 horizontal lines on the diagram. At the
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Fig. 10. Zwicker diagram with curve representing analysis of a sound. Total loudness is given by area under curve.

Sound-pressure levels measured in each lrequency band are entered as horizontal lines, then connected by following

dashed auxiliary lines which account Jor masking. Area under curve can usually be Jound quite accurately by eye,

simply by moving a ruler or the equivalent up and down until the areas between the ruler and the curve seem to be

equal above and below the ruler. This is illustrated by the dashed horizontal line. Loudness or loudness level can

then be read where the ruler (dashed line) intersects the scale at right; in this case loudness is 79 soneser.

(The subscript GF indicates a critical-band analysis and a lrontal sound field.)

high-frequency limit of each band, other lines are drawn,

parallel to the dashed auxiliary lines contained in the

diagram. Thus we get a loudness density-subjective pitch

diagram, the total area of which gives total loudness. An

example is given in Fig. 10. The loudness of the sound

shown in Fig. 10 has been calculated by this procedure

to be:

Sca,: 79 sonescr or L6p - 103 phonscF.

(The subscript GF indicates a critical-band analysis and

a frontal sound field.)

Zwicker's procedure is as valid for impulsive sounds

as it is for uniform sounds. If an rms voltmeter is used

to indicate the critical-band levels or the Vz-octave levels

for impulsive sounds, it will have to have a high crest-

factor capability and an integration time of approximately

100 ms. This is roughly the time constant of the ear. I
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Automatic Loudness Analysis
Measuring the subjective sensation of loudness is easy
if you have one of fhese calibrated electronic ears^

By Heinz Bldsser and Helmut Finckh

? F OW LOUD rS THE SOUND OF A TYPEWRTTER KEy

S fi striking the paper? How can it be made quieter'/
If you make typewriters, you need answers to questions

like these. If you make cars, airplanes, or machines, or
if you operate an office, a factory, a hotel, or a radio
station, you probably need answers to similar questions
about your own noise problems.

But getting answers to questions about loudness has
been difficult, to say the least. Until rather recently, much
too little was known about how the ear translated sound
pressure into loudness. Early sound-level meters at-
tempted to measure loudness by measuring the level of a
frequency-weighted sound pressure. They gave good re-
sults for continuous, narrow-band sounds, but were often
in error by up to 20 dB for wideband or impulse sounds,
like those produced by jet aircraft or office machines.
This could mean, for example, that when a sound-level

closely to the subjective sensation of loudness. It does this
by simulating the known characteristics of the human ear
according to Zwicker's method, which is described in ISO
Recommendation 532 and in the article beginning on page
2. The analyzer works for wideband or narrow-band, con-
tinuous or impulsive sounds. It can even analyze a single-
sh6t ssund - a single typewriter stroke, for example.

The analyzer takes inputs from a microphone or a tape
recorder and makes a continuous Zwicker analysis of
them. It displays the resulting Zwtcker diagram (a plot
of loudness density versus subjective pitch) on a CRT,
showing how the input components in each of 20 fre-
quency bands contribute to the total loudness (Fig. 1). A
new plot is made every 25 ms, so that even transient
sounds can be analyzed conveniently. The analyzer can
also be instructed to hold its most recent loudness analy-
sis for several minutes. This allows the analysis of a

,. changing sound to be frozen
at any desired time and

held long enough for it
to be recorded or pho-
tographed. Using this
fea tu re ,  t he  ana l yze r
c a n  m a k e  Z w i c k e t
plots automatically on
an X-Y recorder [see
Fig. 2(c)1. Sound pres-
sure levels  in  each
channel  can be read
f r o m  t h e  s p e c i a ,
Z w i c k e r  r e c o r d e r
pape r .

Total loudness of a
sound, that is, the inte-
gral of the Zwicker dia-
gram. is also computed
by  the  ana l yze r  and
d i sp layed  on  a  me te r
( F i g .  l ) .  A  r e c o r d e r

meter says a rattl ing norse
has the same loudness as
a continuous tone, the ,'i

ear might actually per-
ceive the rattling noise
to be four times as loud
as the pure tone. This ..:
isa4O0Vo errorl

Recent research has
given us a much better
understanding of how
the human ear works.
One result of this re-
search is a new instru-
ment that responds to
the loudness of sounds
in very much the same
way that the ear does.

The  new loudness
analyzer described in
this article gives data
w h i c h  c o r r e s p o n d

t 4 '

Fig. 1. Ne w HP Model 805 I A Loudness Analyler nleasures loudness
ol narrow-band or wideband, corttinuous or impulsive sounds. Arrct-
lyzer makes Zwicker-type analysis, gives results which agree well
with subjective sensation ol loudness. CRT shows loudness density

versus subjective pitch; metar shows total loudness.
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Fig. 2. Typical analysis ol the

loudness ol a single typewriter

stroke. (a) Sound pressure wave-

form has low-frec1uency compo-

nents produced by carriage, and

Iarge, high-frequency, two-milli-

second transient produced by

key hitting paper. (b) Loudness

analyzer display lor tYqewriter

stroke. Total loudness was 100

sonesc. (c) Zwicker diagram for
typewriter stroke, produced by

Ioudness analyzer whi le CRT

display (b)  was being photo '

graphed.

output is provided for recording loudness versus time.

The analyzer has four measurement ranges which ac-

commodate sounds with loudnesses of 1 to 400 SooeS6,

equivalent to loudness levels of 4O to 721 phons6.x This

range includes sounds like those present in a'quiet room'

as well as very loud sounds which can cause ear damage.

Corrections for frontal or difluse sound fields are made

automatically by the analyzer according to the settings

of front panel buttons. An overload light comes on when

any of the analyzer's circuits are overdriven.

How to measure short, impulsive 56und5-like the

sound of a stamping machine or a single typewriter

stroke-has always been one of the most vexing prob-

"  The subscr ip t  G ind ica tes  loudness  measured by  the  Zwicker  method.  Sones and
ohons w i thout  subscr iD ts  re fe r  0n ly  to  sub jec t ive  tes ts  us ing  human observers .

lems in loudness measurement. Previously, the only way

to analyze a single-shot phenomenon was to capture it

on magnetic tape, make a tape loop and try to analyze

the sound by playing it back over and over.

With the new loudness analyzer, impulsive sounds are

no longer a serious problem. The analyzer has electronic

storage circuits which can be called upon to 'remember'

the peak loudness of the sounds occurring during any

desired interval. If, as is usually the case, the single-shot

sound is much louder than the background noise in the

area, the loudness analysis stored by the analyzer will

be that of the short sound.

Fig. 2 shows a typical analysis of a single typewriter

stroke. The waveform of Fig. 2(a) is the sound pressure
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While the CRT display of Fig. 2(b) was being photo-
graphed, the analyzer was making the Zwicker diagram
of Fig. 2(c) on an X-Y recorder. Sound pressure levels in
each frequency band can be read from this diagram,
along with loudness densities, loudness, loudness level,
and so on.

Analyzing the loudness of this typewriter stroke and
obtaining the CRT photograph and the recorder plot
took less than two minutes.

Inputs
Sounds can be fed into the analyzer either by way of

a microphone or directly from a tape recorder. The ana-
lyzer has its own microphone (Fig. 3), consisting of a 1,,
condenser microphone cartridge and a preamplifier. The
microphone has a frequency response which is flat within
-+1 dB from 30 Hz to 8 kHz and within -+2 dB from
8 kHz to 18 kHz. Its nominal sensitivity is 5 mVlrrbar.

ff desired, the microphone cartridge can be discon-
nected from the preamplifier and replaced with any
standard 1" condenser microphone cartridge or with an
adapter for some other input device. The analyzer has
a built-in 200 V supply for condenser microphones and
a built-in correction adjustment for microphones having
sensitivities from 1 dB above 5 mY / rrbar to 4.5 dB below
mY/ pbar.

How lt Works
Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the loudness analyzer.
Input signals to the analyzer go first through an inter-

nal preamplifier. Then, if the sound field being measured
is diffuse rather than frontal, the signals are weighted
by a network which simulates the difference between the
ear's sensitivity in a diffuse field and its sensitivity in a
frontal field. This difference is standardized in ISO
Recommendation 454.

Among its input circuits the analyzer has a built-in
wideband noise generator (a neon lamp) which provides
a check on the operation of the instrument. Fig. 5 shows
what the display typically looks like when the front-
panel CHECK button is pressed, provided that the in-
strument is working properly. At the same time, the
deflection of the loudness meter should be in a section
of its scale marked in blue. A display like Fig. 5 and a
meter deflection in the blue region indicate that the
instrument is operating within its overall accuracy
specifications.

Filters Produce 20 Channels
Having gone through the input circuits, the electrical

signals representing the sound to be analyzed are sep-
arated into 20 channels by active bandpass filters. The

Fig. 3. Loudness analyzer microphone consists ol 1,, con-
denser mlcrophone cartidge and preamplifier. Response is
flat within ! 1 dB lrom 30 Hz to 8 kHz and within !2 dB
lrom 8 kHz to 18 kHz.

as a function of time, photographed on a storage oscillo-

scope. The sound of the typewriter key hitting the paper

is the large two-millisecond transient just to the left of

the center of the photograph. Low frequencies, which

make up most of the waveform, represent the sound of

the typewriter carriage.

Fig. 2(b) is the Zwicker analysis of this typewrirer
stroke, photographed on the CRT of the new loudness
analyzer. The contributions of the low and high fre-
quency components to the total loudness are clearly visi-
ble. Total loudness, the area under the Zwicker diagram,
was given by the analyzer's meter as 100 sones6.
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Loudness Analyzer Aids Noise Reduction,
Production Testing, Speech Analysis

Zwicker's method of measuring subjective loudness ( lSO
R 532) is the most accurate of the modern methods, but
i t  is so complicated that i t  used to take thirty minutes or
more to make a Zwicker analysis of a sound. Now there
is a faster way. The new loudness analyzer described in
the accompanying art icle gives a Zwicker-type CRT dis-
play in less than a second and records aZwicker diagram
on paper in about 90 seconds.

Noise reduction is often greatly simpli f ied i f  the Zwicker
diagram for the noise can be obtained. The diagram is a
plot of loudness density versus subjective pitch. l t  shows
how sound components in each of 20 frequency bands
contr ibute to the total loudness of a sound. Consequently,
i t  shows how noise-reduction techniques can be applied
most effect ively. For example, low-frequency sounds are
typical ly much harder to attenuate than high-frequency
sounds.  l f  the  Zwicker  d iagram shows s t rong h igh-
frequency components, the loudness of the noise can be
reduced by  means o f  re la t i ve ly  th in  sound-absorb ing
material.  One result can be lower costs.

Occasional ly, the spectral analysis produced by the
loudness analyzer may show that the most obvious sound-
produc ing  e lement  in  a  mechan ism cont r ibu tes  on ly
sl ightly to loudness, but that some minor and easi ly al-
tered element is a powerful offender. A resonant panel,
easi ly damped, often turns out to be the worst offender,
b u t  w i t h o u t  a  s p e c t r a l  a n a l y s i s ,  i t  m i g h t  b e  n e a r l y
imposs ib le  to  d iscover  th is .

Another requirement for effect ive noise abatement is
the abi l i ty to make 'before' and 'after 'comparisons to show
how much or how l i t t le a part icular technique has reduced
the noise. The speed of the analyzer makes this a simple
matter. Formerly, analysis often took most of the t ime.

Representative of the noise-reduction problems facing
our noisy world are those encountered by

I Automobile manufacturers, who want to improve over-
al l  quietness in their cars or cut the cost of sound-
proofing materials.

.  Off ice equipment manufacturers, who want to reduce
the noisiness of their products. Typewriters, calculat-
ing machines, printers, etc.,  al l  have a characterist ic
hammer noise which is broadband and highly im-
p u l s i v e ,  a n d  t h e r e f o r e  d i f f i c u l t  t o  e v a l u a t e  b y
conventional means-

r The aircraft industry, which wants to improve passen-
ger comfort and reduce airport noise.

r Broadcasters, who have trouble adjusting for dif fer-
ences in loudness between programs and commercials.

r Factory owners and manufacturers of heavy equip-
ment, who want to avoid ear damage and increase
productivi ty by cutt ing down on heavy machine noise.
Many of these noises are of the impulsive variety (e.9.,
stamping machines).

r Railroads, which, l ike the aircraft industry, want to im-
prove passenger comfort and reduce external noise,
especial ly f  rom switchyards.

r Architects, who want to design quieter apartments.

r Manufacturers of air condit ioners and household ap-
pl iances, such as electr ic razors and vacuum cleaners.

r Construction f irms, which want to reduce the annoy-
ance that pneumatic dri l ls or r iveters cause people
nearby.

ln speech analysis, loudness analysis f inds application
in  s tud ies  o f  bandwid th  compress ion ,  deafness ,  and
speech intel l igibi l i ty. An interesting technique that has
been proposed for some of these studies is the possibi l i ty
o f  mak ing  th ree-d imens iona l  t ime/ f requency / loudness
diagrams by suitably processing and recording the out-
puts of the loudness analyzer.

In production test ing or qual i ty assurance the loudness
analyzer brings an element of objectivity to tests which
were formerly conducted by human I isteners. Components
which are tested this way are such things as gears and
electr ic razors.

Analyzing factory noise.

Loudness analysis of jet aircraft noise. Loudness = 400 sonesc
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Fig.4. Model 80514 Loudness Analyzer splits frequency range from 45 Hz to 14 kHz into
20 bands which approximate the ear's critical bands. Signals in each band are scanned

sequentially alter processing to reproduce Zwicker diagrams on CRT or X-Y recorder.

filters cover the frequency range between 45 Hz and

14 kHz as required by ISO Recommendation 532,

Method B.

The channel filters are active third-order filters. Those
in channels I and 2 are octave-bandwidth filters, and
the channel 3 filter is a 2/s-octave filter. Each of these
three filters consists of a bandpass section, a low-pass

section, and a high-pass section, and has symmetrical
roll-off characteristics above and below its passband.

The filters in channels 4 through 2O are unsymmetrical
rA-oclave filters, each consisting of one high-pass section
and two low-pass sections. Fig. 6 is a typical response

curve for one of the r/z-octave filters. (A /s--octave filter

has an upper 3 dB frequency which is t/2 times its
lower 3 dB frequency.)

Also shown in Fig. 6 are the tolerances spelled out in
international standards for ls-octave filter responses. The
roll-off characteristics of the analyzer's filters exceed these
standards by wide margins, thereby reducing the cross-

talk between channels. Above the passband, for example,
at the center frequency of the next higher filter, the at-
tenuation of the analyzer filter is about 24 dB instead of

the required 13 dB. Below the passband, the rolloff is
not so steep (although it still far exceeds the standards).
The filter was designed to be unsymmetrical because

crosstalk on the low side tends to be cancelled by the
circuits which account for the ear's masking efiect; hence
the rolloff on the low side need not be so steep.

As the preceding article explains, the Vs-octave bands
correspond closely to the experimentally determined crit-
ical bands of the human ear. Sounds having bandwidths
narrower than a critical band contribute to loudness in
the same way that pure tones do. For this reason a finer
analysis than a Vs-octave analysis would not give any
more accuracy in loudness measurements.

RMS Circuits

Following each filter is an rms circuit, which produces

a dc signal proportional to the rms value of the filter
output.

The rms circuit has a dynamic range of 60 dB and an
integration time of about 100 ms. This integration time
is approximately the time constant of the human ear.
Thus the analyzer's response to sounds of short duration
is similar to the ear's. The large dynamic range is neces-
sary for two reasons. First, the analyzer's display range
is 40 dB, so the dynamic range of the rms circuit has to
be at least this large. Second, to give accurate results for
impulsive sounds, the rms circuit must be able to handle
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sounds with high crest factors (ratio of peak to rms). The

circuit used in the analyzer will handle crest factors as

high as seven.
From the rms circuit, signals go through a chopper,

and then to a 'square-root' amplifier. The chopper allows

the amplifier to be ac-coupled, thereby avoiding drift
problems. It works at 15 kHz, fast enough to follow

changes in the rms signal.

Band Loudness Density

The purpose of the square-root amplifier is to begin
to convert the rms value of the sound pressure in the

channel to something which can be used to compute

loudness.
As the preceding article explains, a pure tone or a

narrow-band sound excites nerves in the ear which cor-

respond to a wide range of frequencies. Zwicker's ap-

proximation to this effect is a series of masking curves.

like the one shown in Fig. 7, which is for a 1 kHz tone. A

masking curve is a plot of loudness density versus sub-
jective pitch, and the area under it represents the total
loudness of the sound. When the masking curves of two

sounds overlap, the total area under them is less than the
sum of their individual areas, so the total loudness is
less than the sum of the individual loudnesses.

Masking curves have two parts, a horizontal line in
the frequency band where the sound is located, and a
'tail' which decays to zero with increasing pitch (fre-

quency). We will call the height of the horizontal portion

of the masking curve lhe band loudness density.
Band loudness density is a function of the rms sound

pressure and the center frequency of the channel. The
shape of this function is determined by the response of
the human ear, which is usually expressed in the form
of equal-loudness-level contours, as explained in the pre-

ceding article. Band loudness density can be expressed

SPECIFICATIONS

HP Model 80slA
Loudness Analyzer

LOUDNESS RANGE: 1 sonec -400 sonesc (corresponding to
40 phonsc -127 phonsc) in 4 ranges. Ful l  scalo meter de-
f lect ions:12, 40, 120, and 400 sonesc. Corresponding sen-
si t iv i ty ranges of loudness density display: 0.12, O.4, 1.2
and 4 (sonesc/Bark)/div is ion.

ACCURACY: Deviat ion less than t5olo of lu l l  scale from the
results obtained by Method B for Calculat ing Loudness
Level according to ISO Recommendation 532 (DlN 45 631).

NOISE: Less than 0.3 sonesc in the most sensit ive range for
source resistances of 600 [ ]  or less.

SOUI' lD PRESSURE LEVEL RANGES: Represental ive values
of SPL lor loudness and loudness density .eadings at 1 kHz
{frontal  f ie ld)

twic€ the center frequ6ncy. Rol l -of f  ot  the octave l i l ters
is approximatoly 40 dB/octave. The t i l ters exceed the re-
quirements laid down in IEC Recommendation 225.

DIFFUSE FIELD NETWORK: Response as per ISO Recom-
mendai ion 454.
Accuracy: 45 Hz - 4 kHz: : t0.5 dB

5 kHz - 12.5 kHz; t1 dB

E N V I R O N M E N T T
Ambignt lemperature from ooc to 55oC and relat ive hu-
midi ty to 95% at 40oC.

OUTPUTS
METER: Posit ive 4 V lor ful l  scale def lect ion of the meter.

Load resistance 1 kg or more,
X-AXIS: Posit ive 10 V for ful l  hor izontal  del lect ion of the

sampling point on the CRT. Load resistance 1kg or hore.
Y-AXIS: Posit ive 7 V for ful l  vedicai  def lect ion of the sam-

pl ing point on the CRT. Load resistance 1 kg or more.
CRT VERTICAL: Output waveform ol vert ical  ampl i l ier lo

dr ive external osci l loscopes or fast rocorders. Posi l ive
'1 V/div.  of  the vert ical  def lect ion on the CRT. Load
resistance 1 kO or more.

CBT SYNC: Posit ive pulse to tr lgger external equipment
coincident with the staft  of  tho Internal sweep, about
+ 6  V .

AUxILIARY OUTPUT: Output of preampli f jer.  The gain of
the preampli f ier dopends on the range sett ing, for Dl-
RECT input and FRONTAL sound l ie ld,  as fol lows:

4 0 0  - 2 0 d B l 0 . 5 d B  i

t2o I  o dB -!  o.s dB
40 I  +20 dB I  0.5 dB
1 2  I  + 4 0 d 8 ' 0 . 5 d 8

D ISPLAY
INSTANT: Display of th6 instantan6o!s loudn€ss spectrum

on the CRT and indlcat ion of tho total  loudness on lhe

PEAK: Display of the maximum total  Ioudngss on the meter
with the CRT displaying the coresponding spoclrum.
Remote operat ion by conlact c losure.

HOLD: storage of display on the CRT and loudnoss readlng
on the meter.  Less ihan 0.3 div.  change of the CRT dis-
play for up to 2 minl les of storage. Remote operat ion
by contact c losure.

CHECK: lnternal noise generator checks overal l  operat ion
of the instrument.

SCANNING: Manual or automatic.  Scanning t ime for ihe
whole spectrum in the aulomatic hode is 90 s : !30 s.

OVEBLOAD: Overload lamp glows i f  the crest factor of the
signal in any channel exceeds 7 at lu l l  scale, or i f  any of
the circui ts are overdr iven.

POWER BEOUIREITENTS: Line vol tage 110U ot22OV, -1O'/o

+ 15olo,50 Hz - 400 Hz.
Power consumption approximately 80 W.

DIMENSIONS: 16% in. (425 mm) wide, 12 in.  (306 mm) high,
(without feet) ,  243/s in.  (7OB mm) deep overal l .

W E I G H T :  6 4  l b s . , 2 9  k g .

ACCESSOFIES SUPPLIED:
Detachable power cord.
200 sheets of Loudness Analysis Diagram ( lSO Recom.

mendation 532) -  25 each lor each range in thg faontal
and di f fuse sound l ie lds.

PRICE: $5,500.00

H P  M o d e l  1 5 1 0 9 A
Microphone Assembly

Consists of a 1 in.  condonser microphone and HP Model
15108A Preampli l ier.

FREQUENCY RESPONSET
F l a t  w i t h i n  t 1  d 8 , 3 0  H z  t o  8  k H z ;  + 2  d B ,  I  k H z  t o  1 8  k H z ,

Free-f ield.

Random incidence: !2 dB,20 Hz to 7 kHz.

SENSITIVITY: (nominal)  5 mv/pbar.

DYNAMIC RAilGE: ( from equlvalent A-weighted noise l€vel
to 37o harmonic distort ion).

2 8  d B  -  1 4 0 d 8 ,  0 d B  =  2  x  l o - a l b a r .

POLARIZATION VOLTAGE: 200 V.

T E M P E R A T U R E  C O E F F I C I E N T ;  L e s s  t h a n  : | 0 . 0 1 8  d B / o C
change in sensit iv i iy between -1ooc and +65oC.

P O W E R  R E O U I R E M E N T S : 2 0 0  V , 2  m A .

DIMENSIONS: Outside diameter:23.77 mm (0.936 in.) .
L e n g t h : 1 3 5  m m  ( 5 % 6  i n . ) .

WEf GHTT 7/z oz. 1212 gr.) .

AccESSORIES SUPPLIED:1.8 nF input adapter;  t r tpod mounL
ing adapler;3 neters of cable.

PnlCEr $270,00

MANUFACTURING DIVISION: HEWLETT-PACKARD GmbH
703 86bl ingen
Herrenberger Strasse 110
West Germany

T h e  m a x i m u m  S P L  a t  1  k H z  i s  1 1 4  d B .
0 d B = 2 x 1 0 - 1 l b a r .

MICROPHONE INPUT: Suitable for condenser hicrophones
with a nominal sensit iv i ty factor of 5 mv/&bar.  Microphone
correct ion factors from -1 dB to +4.5 dB can be com-
pensated in 0.5 dB steps by rear panel switch. 200 V
t2.5olo is suppl jed as polar izat ion vol tage and to feed the
pre-ampl i f ier.
lnput lmpedance: 100 k9.
Connector:  Cannon XLR-3-31.

0IRECT INPUT: Accepts signals with 1 mV correspondjng to
a sound pressure level of  60 dB.
Input lmpedance: 100 k{1.
Connector:  BNC.

FILTER SPECIFICATIONS:

R e l a t i v e B a n d w i d t h  C e n t e r F r e q u e n c y

1 oc tave

2 octave

3 two-thirds octave

4 .  - . 2 o  o n e - l h i r d  o c l a v e

The y3-octave f i l ters have an attenuat ion of about 20 dB
ih the center of the next oass band 6nd about 60 dB ai

63 Hz
125 Hz
224 Hz

3 1 5  H z . . . 1 2 . 5  k H z

Range

sonesG

S P L

d B

Loudness Density
divis ions

LOUdness

400
120
40

1 1 0
90
70
50

5.5 t  0.3
5.7 t  0.3
5.35 t  0.3
5.25 + 0.3

128 t 20
3 2 t  6
8 ) : 2
2 : !  0 . 6
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Fig. 5. Typical loudncss arlalyz(t' displal, in CIIECK rrtodc.
In this ntode, analyzet itlput cotnes lront huilt-irt ryidebarttl
ttoise getrcl ator'.

as the product of two functions, one a function of fre-
quency only, and the other a function of pressure and
frequency. The former function is simulated ir-r the loud-
ness analyzer simply by varying the gain of the rms
circuits from channel to channel. The latter function is
il lustrated in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 shows normalized band loudness density as a
function of rms sound pressure and center frequency.
'Norrnalized' msans that loudness variations which arc
functions of frequency only are not included in Fig. 8.
Thc norrnalization is with respect to the ear's responsc
at 1 kHz. For I kHz, but not for other center frequencies,

thc height of the horizontal portion of the masking curvc
can be determined frorn Fig. 8. Taking thc cxample of
trig. 7, wc have a I kHz tone which has a loudness of
37 sones6, corresponcling to a loudness lcvel of 92 pl-ronsu

and a sound pressure level of 92 dB. According to Fig. 8

such a sound has a band loudness density of about 9.2
sonesc per Bark. This is thc height of the horizontal por-

tion of thc masking curve, Fig. 7.*
The square-root amplificr converLs rms sound pressurc

to a first approxinration to nonnalized band loudness

density. At high souncl pressures and at high center fre-
quencies, all of the curves of Fig. 8 approach the dashecl

curve, which is a straight line with a slope of approxi-

matcly 0.5. Translated mathematically, this means that
normalized band Ioudness density is approxirnately pro-

*  H 0 w e v e r ,  i f  y 0 u  l 0 o k  0 n  t h e  Z w i c k e r  d i a g r a m ,  F i g .  2 ( c ) ,  y 0 u  w i l l  n 0 t  f i n d  a  b a n d
loudness  dens i ty  o f  9 .2  sonesG per  Bark  f0 r  a  s0und pressure  leve l  o f  92  dB and a
center  f requency  o f  1  kHz.  Ins tead,  y0u w i l l  f ind  ab0ut  8  sones . ,  per  Bark  ( f r0n ta l

s o u n d  f i e l d ) ,  T h i s  i s  b e c a u s e ,  i n  i t s  l S 0  r e c 0 m m e n d e d  f 0 r m ,  Z w i c k e r ' s  p r o c e d u r e  h a s
been m0d i f ied  t0  use  y3  oc tave  f i l te rs  ins tead o f  c r i t i ca l  band f i l te rs .  Th€ %-0c tave
f i l te r  cen tered  a t  1  kHz has  a  bandwid th  o t  220 Hz ins tead o f  the  c r i t i ca l  bandwid th
0 f  160 Hz,  The d iagram accounts  fo r  th is  d i f f€ rence.

portional to the square root of the rms sound pressure

in the channel. Actually, the slope is 0.47, so the ampli-
fier's response is not quitc a squarc-root function.

Deviations from the dashed line at low frequencie:;
and at low sound pressure levels are taken care of in the
loudness analyzer by additional nonlinear networks.

which we wil l say more about later.

Analog Storage

After being shaped in the 'square-root' amplifier, the
signal in each channel goes to a storage circuit, wherc it
may or may not bc storecl. If the INSTANT button on
the front panel is depressed, the signal is not stored. If
the PEAK button is deprcssed, the circuit wil l rctain
the highest value of the signal that occurs while thc but-
tion is depressed. This means that, as long as the PEAK
button is depressed, thc stored voltage will increasc when-
ever the square-root amplifier output excecds the voltage
alrcadv in thc storasc circuit.

0.5 0.63 0.79 0.89 1 1.12 1.26 1.59
RELATIVE FREQUENCY 1/fO

Fig. 6. Typical resportsc cttrve for tA-octayc filtcr used in
Ioudrtcss artalyzer. Rcsponse is dowrt tnore /ltan 20 dB at
center lrequency of lollowing filter, and clowtt 60 dB at
twice the ccnler frequcncl'. Dashccl curves slutw tolcranccs
allowed by intcrnatiottaL standurds.

o

z

F

z
U
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Fig.7. Masking curve lor I kHz tone. This is Zwicker's
approximation to the way in which a pure tone or narrow-
band sound (centered at I kHz, in this case) excites narves
in the ear corresponding to many frequencies. Masking oc-
curs il the curves corresponding to two or more sounds
overlap. Loudness analyzer simulates masking eflect by
means ol a capacitor-discharge circuit which lollows tail
o l  curve.

If the HOLD button on the front panel is depressed,
the storage circuit will retain whatever the square-root
amplifier output happens to be at the time the button is
pressed.

The storage circuits are analog circuits, using capaci-

tors as the storage elements. They have time constants of
the order of one hour, long enough to insure that the

stored signals will not change by more than 57o of full
scale in two minutes.

The HOLD and PEAK funct ions are remotely
programmable.

Read Out

Information in the storage circuits is read out 40 times
per second, beginning with channel I and going through
channel 20. The CRT sweep is synchronized with the
read sequence.

Each storage circuit is followed by an electronic switch
which is driven by a one-shot multivibrator. A timing-
pulse generator triggers the channel 1 multivibrator every
25 ms. The channel-1 multivibrator triggers the channel-
2 multivibrator, and so on. When the multivibrator cor-

responding to a given channel is triggered, the storage
circuit in that channel is connected to the output circuits

via its electronic switch. Only one storage circuit at a

time is connected to the output circuits.

The horizontal scale of the Zwicker diagram is linear

in subjective pitch, which is a very nonlinear function of

the logarithm of frequency. Therefore, although most of
the channels arc Vs-octave wide, each channel has a dif-
ferent width on the Zwicker diagram. To give all channels
the proper widths on the display, the multivibrators which
drive the electronic switches all have different periods.

Masking Eflect Simulated

The 20 outputs of the electronic switches are shaped
further in four nonlinear networks. These networks fin-
ish the conversion of rms sound pressure to band loudness
density, i.e. the height of the horizontal portion of Zwick-
er's masking curve (Fig. 7). Recall that the 'square-root'

amplifiers start the conversion, but leave undone some
necessary shaping for low-level and low-frequency

signals.

From the nonlinear networks, signals are sent to a
masking circuit consisting of a peak detector, a capacitor-
discharge network, and a buffer amplifier. This circuit
accounts for the masking of low-level high-frequency

sounds by highJevel low-frequency sounds. It does this
by producing an output which follows the 'tails' of

Zwicker's masking curves, Fig. 7.
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SOUND PRESSURE LEVET P (dB above 2 X 10-a irbar)
40 60

At the start of each sweep the masking-circuit capaci-

tor is chargecl by the pcak cletector to a value proportional

to the band loudness densi ty  of  th is  channcl .  I f  the band

loudness density in thc ncxt channcl is higher, thcn whcn

thc ncxt channel is sampled. thc capacitor is charged to a

voltirge proportionarl to the highcr band loudncss dcnsity.

If i t is lower, then the capncitor is discharged unti l a band

louclness density in one of the next channcls is higher

than the louclncss dcnsity corrcsponding to thc voltagc

renraining on the capacitor. The tinre constant of the

discharge varies with the frequcncy band ancl the loud-

ncss dcnsity. and may change from one value to another

during any particular discharge.

CRT, Meter, and Recorder Outputs

Thc output of thc maskinc circuit is clisplaycd on thc
CRT. I t  is  a lso suppl ied to a d isp lay scanner which has

X and Y recorcler outputs. Pressing the HOLD button

and starting thc clisplay scanner wil l producc an accurate
Zwicker plot on an X-Y recorder in about 90 scconds.

Besides the CRT clisplay, which shows the contribu-

tion of each frcquency band to loudncss, the analyzer

has a meter output which displays total loudncss. The

n-reter indicates the output of an integrator which com-
putes the integral of the CRT display in sones6. Another

recorder output supplics a voltage proportional to thc

nreter reading, for strip-chart recording.

Fig. 8. Hei,qht ctl ltoriz.otttttl ytr-

t i t tn of  Zx, ickcr ' .s  currc ( .scc Fig.

7) ,  cal lad hunt l  loudness densi t , - ,
is u lrtnction of rnt.s sound prL'.s-

. : r t re i t t  chunncl  und cenler  f re-
qrret tcy o l  chunnt '1.  Thi .s lur t t ; t ion
cutt ba cxprassetl as tht,pnilucl
ttJ tw'o lrtnction.s. Onc i.s u lrrrtt--
tion of f reqtrL'rrc y- only. Tlte otltar

i . s  . r hown  hc re  u . r ' no rmu l i : . c l '
hatul Ioudne.s.s lensity. Daslted
cu rve  has  s l opc  o l  0 . 47 :  t l t i . s
ntcet6 that  at  h ig l t  sound prcs-

. su re  l t , ve l s ,  no rma l i l a l  hand
I r t t t l t t e s s  r l t t t . t i t t '  i . s  t t l t p r , t t i '

nale ly propor l iont t l  Io squerc

root  of  r rns sourtd pr(ssurc.
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1968 UTC Offset Announced
The ln te rna t iona l  Bureau o f  T ime.  Par is .  has  announced
tha t  the  f rac t iona l  f requency  o f fse t  fo r  Coord ina ted  Un i -
versa l  T ime fo r  1968 w i l l  con t inue to  be  -300 par ts  in
10 '0 .  Th is  o f fse t  f rom the  a tomic  t ime (and f requency)
sca le  i s  annua l ly  se lec ted  so  tha t  Coord ina ted  Un iversa l
T ime (UTC)  can approx imate  UT2,  a  t ime sca le  re la ted
lo the rotat ion of the earth.

For the past two years the offset has also been -300

par ts  in  10 '0 .  Before  tha t  i t  was  -  150 par ts  in  10  0  and,
ear l ie r  s t i l l .  -  130 oar ts  in  10  o .
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